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ABSTRACT 
Let g be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero. Let T be the tensor algebra 
of g, let S be the subspace of symmetric tensors and let J be the two-sided ideal of T 
generated by tensors x @ Y -- Y @ x -- [x, y]. One formulation ofthe P-B-W theorem 
states that T = S @ J, direct sum. In this paper we give an explicit formula for the 
projection of T on S defined by this direct decomposition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g be a Lie algebra over a field K. Let T be the tensor algebra of g 
over K and let J be the two sided ideal of T generated by the tensors 
x@y- -  y@x- -  [x,y], 
where x, y ~ g. Let ~b : T -+ U = T/ J  be the natural  homomorphism of T 
onto the universal enveloping algebra U of ~. The P-B-W theorem [1] 
states that, if elements e l ,  e2 .... are a basis for g over K, then the standard 
monomials ~b(eil @ "'" @ ei,), where n = 0, 1, 2 .... and/1 ~< "'" ~< in, are 
a basis for U over K. If  we let Tn denote the space of tensors of rank n, 
then it is an easy matter to prove that 
ejx @""  (~) e~. -~ eq @""  @ el. mod(J  + 7"1 + "'" + Tn-1) (1.1) 
whenever (Jl ..... jn) is a permutation of (il ..... i,), so that the standard 
monomials pan U. The difficulty in the theorem lies in proof of their 
linear independence. 
Let S _C T be the subspace of symmetric tensors. If  K has characteristic 
zero, it follows from (1.1) that T = S + J. The P-B-W theorem implies, 




and is in fact equivalent o, the statement that the sum S + J is direct. 
Our aim in this paper is to find an explicit formula for the projection 
: T--~ S defined by this direct decomposition. To state our theorem we 
introduce the following notation. I f  Q = {/1 ..... i~} is a subset of {1 .... , n} 
let Q :  T,~--~ T~ also denote the K-linear map defined by 
Q(al Q "" (D a,) = aq | ".. Q aiq , a~ E 
where the ordering of the subscripts is chosen so that i~ < .-. < iq. Let 
[al ..... a,], a~ e g, denote the n-fold commutator ,  defined recursively by 
[ai ..... an] ----- [[ai ..... a,_i], a,]. 
Let (~) denote the binomial coefficient. 
THEOREM. Let 9 be a Lie algebra over a fieM K of characteristic zero. 
Let T be the tensor algebra of 9 and let S be the subspace of symmetric 
tensors. Let J be the two-sided ideal of  T generated by all tensors 
x@ y - -  y@x- -  [x,y] 
where x, y e g. Define a K-linear map 0 : r ~ g by 
O(a l@'"@a~)= ~ ( - -1)  ~-i 1 (k) - i  k=l ~ E [aol .... , ao,,], a~ e g 
G~n,le (1.2) 
0(1) = 0 
where ~,,,~ consists of all permutations ~ of {1 .... , n) such that the n-tuple 
(crl ..... crn) has k ascending runs. Let ~(n, m) be the set of all m-tuples 
(Pi ..... Pro) of disjoint non-empty subsets Of{1 ..... n} whose union is {1 .... , n}. 
Define a K-linear map qb : T ~ T by 
1 
~(al (~ "" (~ a,~) ---- ~ m! ~ O(Pi(a)) | "" @ O(P,,(a)), 
l~m~n Pe~(n,m) 
(1.3) 
~(1) = 1 
where a ie g and a = al | "'" @ a, . Then ~ is the projection of T onto S 
defined by the direct sum decomposition T = S 0 J. 
For example, in case n ---- 1, 2, 3 we have 
0(al) = ai 
O(al | a~) = 1[a l ,  a~] -- l [a2 ,  all 
0(a  | | a,) = a , .  -- lta . a , .  a,l --  Na , .  a,] 
i~8[a2, a3, all -- i~[aa, ai,  a~] q- ~ [an, a2, aa] 
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and 
4~(a~ @ a~ | a~) = 
~(al) = al 
~(al (~ a2) = 89 (at @ a2 + a2 @ aO + O(al @ a2) 
(al (~) a2 @ a3 -]- al @ a3 @ a~ + a~ @ a 1 @ a3 
+ a2 @a3 @ al + a3 @al @a2 + a3 @a2 @ aO 
+ 89 (O(al @ a~) @ a3 + O(al (~) as) @ a2 
+ 0(a2 @ as) @ ax + as @ O(at @ a2) 
+ a2 @ O(al @ a3) + aa @ O(az | a3)) 
+ O(a~ | | 
In case n = 2, 3 one is tempted to simplify the formula by rearranging 
commutators, using anti-commutativity and the Jacobi identity. The 
case n = 4 suggests that any attempt at rearrangement for general 
n will destroy the symmetry in the formula. 
I would like to thank D.-N. Verma for several helpful discussions on 
universal enveloping algebras which led to the present work. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION IN THE FREE ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRA 
Our aim in this section is to prove a certain identity, (2.2) below, in 
the free associative algebra. Let Z denote the set of integers, let N denote 
the set of non-negative integers, and let N + denote the set of positive 
integers. Let X = {xj, j ~ N +} be a countable set, and let A be the free 
associative algebra on X over a field K of characteristic zero. The algebra 
.4 consists of all polynomials in the non-commuting indeterminates x~ 
with coefficients in K, and has a natural grading 
A= ~An,  
sen  
where An is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n. The 
space of Lie elements of A is, by definition, the smallest K-subspace 
of A which includes X and is closed under the bracket operation 
[a, b] = ab --  ba, where a, b ~ A. 
Let In denote the set {1 .... , n} and let ~,~ be the symmetric group on I~,. 




be the restricted symmetric group on N +, consisting of all permutations 
of N + which fix all but a finite number of letters. We define an ascending 
run of  a permutation cr E ~ to be a tuple 
such that 
(o~, ~(i + 1) ..... , ( j  - 1), ~j) 
1 ~cr i<cr ( i+  1) < "" <tx( j - -  1) <trj-~< n, 
where i is minimal and j  is maximal with this property. Thus for example if 
(crl, or2, or3, cr4, or5, cr6, cr7) = (2, 4, 3, 1, 6, 7, 5) 
then ~ has four ascending runs (2, 4), (3), (1, 6, 7), (5). For  k ~ I~ let 
~),~,k be the set of all cr E ~,  which have precisely k ascending runs. 
Let ~ act as a group o f  K-automorphisms of A by defining crl = 1 and 
trxj ---- xoj for j ~ N + and g ~ 6. Define K-endomorphisms ~i, i ~ N +, of 
Aby~i l  = land  
~ix~ =x~,  if j< i .  
5x, = [xi, xi+d, 
~ix~ = x~+z, if j > i. 
Define Lie elements z , ,  n ~ N +, of A by 
kz  1 (k) -1 z .= ~ ( -1 ) -  -~  
lc=l 
Y~ [xol ..... xo,,] (2.1) 
aE~n, k 
Our aim in this section is prove the identity 
Z n - - ( -O iZ  n : ~ iZn_ l ,  n > 1, i ~ In_l, (2.2) 
where O) i ~ ~ is the transposition which interchanges the letters i, i + 1 
and fixes the remaining letters. The point of the identity is that it can be 
used to show that the map 0 of our theorem vanishes on the ideal d. 
The proof  of  (2.2) is similar to the proof  of the Campbel l -Hausdorff  
formula given in Jacobson's book [1, pp. 170-173]. We define elements 
w,~, n~N +, of A by 
1 (k) -1 w, = ( -  1)~-~ ~ y~ xo~.., xo, (2.3) 
k~l  crEeOn.k 
where the iterated commutator  [az ..... a,], ai E A, is defined recursively by 
[aa ..... a,] = [[az ..... an-a], a,~]. 
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and prove that w. - -  ~o~w. ---- ~iw,,-~ for n ~ 1 and i ~ I~_~. Then we use 
the criterion of  Friedrichs [1, p. 170] to prove that w~ is a Lie element 
and conclude by the theorem of  Specht-Wever [1, p. 169] that wn = z . .  
Define elements y~,~ ~ A,~ by 
y..~ = ~ xol "'" xon, k ~ I n 
In case k = 0 or k = n q- 1 we agree that y. ,~ ~ O. 
LEMMA 1. The e lements  Y~,k sat is fy  
Yn.k - -  oJiy~.~ = ~i (Yn- - l ,~  - -  Yn- l . k -O  (2.4) 
.for al l  n > 1, i ~ I n - l ,  and k ~ In .  
PROOF: The formula (2.4) is a consequence of  a formula in the integral 
group ring Z[~n]. For  each i ~ N § define subsets 9j~, ~3 i of  ~ as follows: 
9J i = {a~ : a -~ i - -a - l ( i  q- 1) -~- -1} ,  
~3~ = {or 6 ~ : (r-~i - -  ~r-l(i -k 1) = -kl}. 
Thus cr ~ 9~ if and only if (crl, g2,...) = ( .... i, i -k 1,..,) while cr ~ ~3 i if  and 
only if (crl, ~2,...) = ( .... i § 1, i,...). Let ~i be the complement o f  9J i u ~ i  
in ~, so that ~ = ~ u ~3~ u ~,  disjoint union. The mapping (r ~ ~o~a 
of  ~ onto ~ maps ~.k.c~ 9.I~ onto ~.k+l  n ~3~, maps %~.k n ~3~ onto 
~,~.k-~ n ~i ,  and maps ~. . ,  ~ r onto itself. Define ~,~,, ~ Z[$n] by 
"qn,/: ~--- ~ O" 
and similarly define ~..~,~, fi..~.~, Yn.~.e, to be the sums of  the elements in 
the sets ~..~ ~ 9~ i , ~..~ ~ ~3i, ~..~ c~ ~i 9 Then wi~,,.~.i = fln.~+~.i, 
w~fl,~.~.i = ~.~.~-x.i, and wi~.,~.~ ----- ~,,~.~;~. Thus we have 
= (~..~., - -  f l . ,~+~,3  - -  (a ,~,~-a , ,  - -  f l . :~ ,0 .  (2 .5 )  
On the other hand it follows from the definition of  ~ and ~..~ that 
Yn.~ = ~n,~x~ "'" Xn , 
~iYn-l.lc = (ocn.tc.i - -  ~n./e+l'i) Xa "'" Xn, (2.6) 
~iYn--l.k--1 = (Or - -  ~n,lc,3 XI "" Xn .  
NOW (2.5) and (2.6) together imply (2.4), and the proo f  is complete, 
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LEMMA 2. The elements wn satisfy 
w~ - -  ~oiw~ : ~w~_l  (2.7) 
fo r  al l  n > 1 and i E I~_ 1 . 
PROOF: This fol lows f rom (2.4) by straightforward calculat ion. We 
omit  the details, except to remark  that one must  remember  Y,~-x.o ---- 
0 : Yn-l.,~ 9 
LEMMA 3. Let  [ ~n.~ I be the cardinality o f  ~,~.~. Then 
I ~)n,k [ = k l ~ . - i , k  r + (n - k + 1) I ~n-a,k- i  1 (2.8) 
fo r  all n ~ 1 and k 6 In .  
PROOF: Define a map 7r : ~,~ --+ ~. -1  as follows. For  a 6 ~.  write 
((~-a) 1 ..... (zra)(n - -  1)) = (al  ..... ~ ..... an), 
where ~ means that the letter n is to be deleted. I fa  6 ~,.k then 
ira ~ ~.-1,k W ~n-a,k-1 9 
Thus  to prove the lemma it will suffice to show that if  ~-~ 9.-a.~ then 
there are precisely k elements o ~ ~)..k with ~ro = ~, while if  7- e ~,~-1,~-1 
then there are precisely n - -  k + 1 elements a ~ ~n,k with 7r(r = 7. 
I f  r ~ ~.-1,k then the set P of  integers j for which ~-(j + 1) < ~-j has 
eardinal i ty  k -  1. The permutat ions  o~ 9.,~ with rra = ~" may be 
enumerated as follows: there are k - -  1 permutat ions  a defined by 
(a l  ..... on) ---- (~-1 ..... ~-j, n, ~-(j + 1) ..... ~-(n - -  1)), j ~ P, 
and  there is a permutat ion  a defined by 
(ol ..... on) = (~-1 ..... ~'(n - -  1), n). 
I f  ~-~ ~n-i .k-1 then the set Q of  integers j for which r ( j  + 1) > ~-j 
has cardinal i ty n - -  k. The permutat ions  o 6 ~,~,~ with r ---- -r may  be 
enumerated as follows: there are n - -  k permutat ions  o defined by 
(ol ..... on) = (~-1 ..... ~j, n, ~-(j + 1) ..... ~'(n - -  1)), j ~ Q, 
and  there is a permutat ion  o defined by 
(ol  ..... on)=(n ,~ l  ..... ~(n -1) ) .  
This  completes the proof. 
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The cardinalities l ~,,,k I are in face the Eulerian numbers of combinatory 
analysis, denoted A,~.~ in Riordan's book [2, p. 215], and (2.8) is a known 
recurrence relation. 
LEMMA 4. Let c : A ~ K be the augmentation homomorphism defined by 
~xj = l for  j ~ N +and~l  =1.  Then 
,w, = 0 (2.9) 
for  all n > 1. 
PROOF: Since Ey,~.~ = [ ~),~,~ I we must prove that 
1 (k) -1 k=l ( -1 )k - lk -  [ ~.,k I = 0. 
This follows from (2.8) by straightforward calculation. We omit the 
details. 
LEMMA 5. Wn is a Lie element for  every n E N +. 
PROOF: We give A @ A the structure of graded K-algebra by defining 
(x @ y)(x'  | y ' )  = xx '  | yy '  and (A @ A)~ = ~, A~ | An_~. 
k~O 
Let 3 : A --* A @ A be the diagonal map, the unique homomorphism of 
graded K-algebras such that 8xj = 1 Q xj + xj | 1 for j ~ N +, and 
31 = 1 @ 1. Define an augmentation homomorphism ~ : A | A ---, K by 
~(x @ y) = (~x)(Ey) for x, y ~ A, where E is the augmentation i A. For 
k = 0, 1 ..... n let A,,.~ be the projection of (A Q A),, on A~ @ A,~_k 9 Since 
~a,.~ a(x~, ... xj.) = (~) 
whenever x~l ..... x~. e X, we have 
~2~.~ 8x = (nk) Ex, x ~ A ,  . (2.10) 
Let L denote the space of Lie elements of A. A theorem of Friedrichs [1] 
states that an element x ~ A is in L if and only if 3x = 1 | x + x | 1. 
We use this criterion to prove by induction on n that w~ ~ L for all n ~ N +. 
For n = 1 we have wl = xl ~ L. Assume then that w,~_l ~ L. From the 
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definition of~ ~i we have ~iL _C L, and hence by  (2.7), wn - -  ~OiWn ~ L for 
i e In_ i . It follows, using the criterion of  Friedrichs that 
8(wn - -  oJiwn) = 1 @ (wn - -  oJ iw,) -k- (w, --  cO~Wn) @ 1. (2.11) 
Let  ~ act as a group of K-automorphisms of A @ A by defining a(x @ y) ----- 
ax  @ ay  for x, y e A and a e ~. Since 
a3x~ ~ a(1 @x j  -4- x~ @ 1) = 1 @ax~ -I- ax~ @ 1 = 3ax~ 
we have a3x  =- 3ax  for all x e A. In particular, using this commutativity 
for a = oJ~, (2.11) may be rewritten as oJiu n = Un for ie In_ l ,  where 
Un = 3wn -- 1 @ Wn -- Wn @ 1, Since the  transpositions col ..... Wn-x 
generate the symmetric group ~n we have cru,~ = u,~ for all a e ~ so that 
Un is fixed by Sn 9 Since Ak @ An-k is stable under the action of  ~ ,  the 
element )tn,kUn is also fixed by | Furthermore, since wn is a K-linear 
combinat ion of  elements x~t ..- x,~, a e ~n,  the element )t~.kun lies in the 
K-subspace Bn.k of  Ak @ A,~2~ spanned by all elements 
Xol "'" xare @ Xo(k+l) "'" Xon , a ~ ~ . 
But the elements of  B, .~ fixed by ~n are all scalar multiples o f  the element 
l)n,!e = E Xal "'" xtrk @ Xa( /e+l )  ' ' '  Nan 
e~ ~ n 
so that An.kUn --= hn.kVn.k for suitable /tn.~ e K. I t  k = 0 or k = n, then, 
since )tn.k(3x --  1 @ x - -  x @ 1) = 0 for any x ~ An, we have hn,~ = 0 
for k 0 and for k = n. For  k = 1, .... n --  1 we have)t,.k 3Wn = )tn.kUn. 
Then USing (2.10) and (2.9) we have 
n! hn.1: = ~h,,~v~i.k ~A,,~u,~ = ~A,,~ 3w,  = (nk) ew,~ = O. 
Thus hn,~ = 0 for all k = 0, 1,..., n whence )tn,k 3Wn = ~,~U, = 0. 
Thus $wn = 1 @ Wn q- Wn @ 1, and by the criterion of  Friedrichs, Wn e L .  
The proof  is complete. 
LEMMA 6. Wn = Zn fo r  a l l  n ~ N +. 
PROOF: Define a K-linear map v :An  ~ L by 
v(xh . . "  x~,) = [xjl ,..., x j ,  x~ e X, 
The theorem of Specht-Wever [1] states that if x e An t3L  then vx  =- nx ,  
For x = w,~ this gives the statement of  the lemma. 
Thus in view of (2.7)we have proved the identity (2.2). 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 0 : T--+ g be the K-l inear map defined by (1.2). I f  a ~ ~n and 
a = a~ @ "'" @ an with a~ e g let us put aa = a,t @ "'" @ aon. Note that  
(a" 0 a = ~'(aa) for ~, 9 ~ ~n-  
LEMMA 7. Let  s ~ Sn be a symmetr ic  tensor o f  rank n. I f  n = 1 then 
O(s) = s. I f  n ~ 1 then O(s) = O. 
PROOF: The assertion for n = 1 is clear from the definition of  0. 
Assume n > 1. F rom the definition of  0 we have 
O(al @'"  @ an) = ~ e(a)[a~a ..... aon], 
where e(a) e K is a rat ional number whose precise nature is unimportant  
here. The space Sn is spanned over K by tensors 
and 
s = ~ "r(al |  | an), ai ~ ~, 
O(s) = ~] C(o') ~ [a(a~) 1 ..... a(o,),]. 
For  given a, a r  ranges over ~n with r. Thus it will suffice to  prove that 
[a,1 ..... a, , ]  = 0. 
This last equality is a theorem of  Wever [3]. 
LEMMA 8. 0 vanishes on J. 
PROOF: The ideal J is spanned over K by elements of  the form 
a - -  b - -  c where 
a = az @ "'" @ ai @ ai+l (~) "'" (~) an,  
b =a l@'"@ai+l@ai@'"@an,  
c = al @ "'" @ [at,  ai+l] @ "'" @ an,  
a~ ..... an ~ g and i ~ I~-a 9 By the P-B-W theorem we may identify g with 
the subspace ~b(g) of  U. Now given al ..... an E g we may, since A is free 
over K, choose a homomorph ism Jr : A --+ K of  associat ive K-algebras 
such that Kxj =as  for j ~ In and Kx~ = 0 for j r I , .  It fol lows from 
(1.2) and (2.1) that 
O(a) = K(zn), O(b) = K(wizn), O(e) = K(~izn_ O. 
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Then our identity (2.2) implies 
O(a  - b - -  e )  = . ( z .  - -  o . , ,z , ,  - -  ~,z . _ , )  = 0. 
Thus 0 vanishes on J and the proof  is complete. 
We recall a notational convention made in the introduction. I f  
Q = {/1 ..... iq} is a subset of  {1 ..... n} let Q : T,~ ---* Tq also denote the 
K-linear map defined by 
a(al  Q "" (~ an) = ai~ (~ "" (~ a~q , ai ~ g, 
where the ordering of  the subscripts is chosen so that i~ < . . .<  iq. 
A partition of  In into m parts is a collection {P~ ..... Pro} of  disjoint 
non-empty subsets of  I,~ such that PI u -.. u Pm = In.  Let ~3(n, m) be 
the set of  all m-tuples P : (/'1 ..... P,~) such that {/1 ,..., Pro} is a partition 
of  In.  Thus with each partition {/'1 ..... Pro} of  I~ we associate m ! elements 
(P,a ..... Pc, m), tr ~ ~ , of ~(n, m). 
Define a K-linear map ~m : T ~ Tm for m e N + by 
1 
~(a l  Q "" Qan)  = m! ~ O(el(a)) Q""  Q O(P~(a)) 
P~(n,m) 
~,~(1) = 0 
where as ~ g and a = a~ (~) ... (~) an. I f  m > n then ~(n, m) is empty and 
our convention is that fire(a) = 0. 
LEMMA 9. ~,~ maps T into Sin. 
PROOF: I f (P  1 ..... Pro) 6 ~(n, m) and cr 6 ~m then (Pol ..... Pore) ~ r m) 
and the tensor 
O(P,,l(a)) ~) "" @ O(P,,m(a)) 
a~ m 
is symmetric. 
Since 41 = 0 the following lemma includes Lemma 7 as the special 
case m = 1. 
LEMMA I0. Let m, n ~ N + and let s ~ S~ be a symmetric tensor o f  rank n. 
I f  n = m then ~m(s) --- s. I f  n :;& m then ~m(s) = O. 
PROOF: I f  m > n there is nothing to prove. I f  m = n there is just one 
partition of  In into n parts and we have 
1 
c~m(a) = ~ ~, , ,  tra 
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for all a e Tm so that ff,~ is the identity on S,,.  Suppose finally that m < n. 
We reduce the problem to an application of  Lemma 7. I f  
P = (P1 ..... Pro) c ~(n, m) 
define a K-linear map Xv : T,~ --~ Tm by 
xv(at @"" @ an) = O(e~(a)) @."  @ O(Pm(a)), 
where a~ e g and a = at @ "'" | a,~. Thus 
1 
~,,,(a)= m! ~ xv(a), 
Pe~3(n ,m)  
Since S. is spanned over K by tensors 
~ra, a = al |  | a,,, 
o~ n 
it will suffice to prove that 
a=al@'"@a,~.  
Xe(,ra) = 0 
o~ n 
for all P ~ ~3(n, m). So choose P ~ ~(n, rn). Since n > m, some one of  
P1 ..... Pro, say P~, has cardinality at least two. Let Z C ~,~ be the subgroup 
of  all ~-e ~,~ which fix the complement of  Pj in In ,  so that Z is 
isomorphic to the symmetric group on the letters of  P j .  Write 
~,~ = ptZ u ... u pkZ as a disjoint union of  cosets mod Z so that 
k 
E Xv((ra) = E E Xe(~'(,P,a)). 
oe~ n i=1 -re~ 
Choose a fixed index i e I~ and put b = pia. It will suffice to show that 
Xv('rb) = O. 
"re~ 
Since ~- ~ Z fixes the complement of  P~ we have Pi('rb) = Pi(b) whenever 
i 5~ j and it will thus suffice to show that 
Y, O(Pk~b)) = O. 
Since Pj has cardinality at least two, this last equality is a consequence of 
Lemma 7. 
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The following lemma includes Lemma 8 as the special case m = 1. 
LEMMA 11. r vanishes on J fo r  all m ~ N +. 
PnooF: We reduce the problem to an application of  Lemma 8. 
Let n, a, b, e, i be as in the proof  of  Lemma 8. We must prove that 
r -- b - -  e) = 0. Let ~3(n, m, i) be the set of  all (Pi ..... P,,) e ~3(n, m) 
such that {i, i + 1} _C Pk for some k e I~ .  The symmetric group ~,~ acts 
as a group of permutations of  ~3(n, m) by a(P 1 ..... P,,) = (crP~ ..... aPm). 
An element P ~ ~3(n, m) is fixed by oJ~ e ~n if and only if P e ~(n, m, i). 
Since oJ~ is an involution, the m-tuples P e ~(n, m) which are not in 
~(n, m, i) occur in pairs P, oJiP and X,o~e(b) = xe(a). Thus 
E xe(a)  - -  xP(b)  = Z XP(a) - -  xe(b)  9 
Pe~(n,m) Pe~(n,m,i) 
Now define a map/z : I ,  ~ I,_1 by FJ = J i f j  ~< i and FJ = J --  1 i f j  > i. 
I f  P e ~3(n, m, i) then ff 13 = (ffP~ ..... /zP~) is a well-defined element of 
~(n --  1, m) and the mapping P --+/zP from ~3(n, m, i) to ~(n -- 1, m) is 
bijective. Thus 
d?.,(a - -  b - -  e) = y '  XP(a) - -  E xe(b)  - -  ~_, X~,(e) 
Pe~3(n,m) Pe~3(n,m) Pe~3{n--l,m) 
= Y', x , , (a )  - x , , (b )  - x .~(c ) .  
Pe~(n,m,i) 
We shall prove that each term in this last sum is zero. Choose P e ~3(n, m, i) 
and choose k ~ I~ with {i, i + l) C Pk.  I f  l ~ k then P~(a) = P~(b) ---- 
(ffP~)(c). I f  l = k then, writing Pk = {h ..... i, i + 1 ..... j} where 
we have 
h~. i< i+ l< j ,  
O(Pk(a)) = O(ah @ "'" (D at (~ ai+l Q "'" Q aj), 
O(Pk(b)) =- O(ah (~ "" @ ai+~ Q ai Q "" (~) as), 
O(~Pk)(c)) = O(ah @ "'" @ [ar , ai+l] @""  @ as), 
so that O(Pk(a) ) -  O(Pk(b) ) -  O((ffP~)(c))= 0 by Lemma 8. Thus 
X~.(a) -- xP(b) --  X~e(e) = 0 and this completes the proof  of the lemma. 
I f  r : T--+ T is the mapping defined by (1.3) and a = al @ "'" @am 
with a~ E g then 
r  Z r n~N +. 
l~m~n 
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Lemma 9 shows that ff maps T into S, Lemma 10 shows that ~ is the 
identity on S, and Lemma 11 shows that ~ vanishes on J. I f  we let ~b' 
be the projection of  T on S defined by the direct sum decomposition 
T = S Q J then ~b' --  q~ vanishes on both S and J. Thus ~' = q~ and our 
theorem is proved. 
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